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Post-crisis Argentina has been characterised by sustained growth, facilitated by strong private 

investment and fiscal and current account surpluses. This impressive recovery was in the 

context of an active industrial policy and the maintenance of a sound macroeconomic 

environment. In the context of the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997 Malaysian political 

economy has been relatively less impressive. Robust economic growth in the pre-crisis era has 

been replaced by relatively lower levels in the post-crisis period. This article will seek to 

understand these differences through identifying points of divergence in the state-society 

relationship; concluding that the specific constellation of institutionalised relationships present 

in the social contract of Kirchnerismo facilitated a more robust post-crisis recovery than in the 

Malaysian context. 
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Malaysia‟s financial crisis of 1997-98 and Argentina‟s financial crisis of 2001-02 share 

similar origins, yet led to very different post-crisis scenarios. Whilst both countries experienced their 

financial and economic crises at different times, they were both essentially manifested in terms of 

currency crises resulting in devaluation and subsequent macroeconomic destabilisation. Furthermore, 

both countries were characterised by a refusal to accept IMF sponsored austerity and economic 

restructuring in their respective post crisis scenarios. However, the post-crisis economic performance 

of both countries contained important quantitative differences in terms of economic growth 

performance. Prior to the crisis of 1997-98 Malaysia‟s economy was growing at an impressive annual 

rate of 9-10 percent. After several years of volatility the economic growth recovered to a relatively 

less impressive 5-6 percent. Indeed, according to Islam & Chowdhury (2000: 1), „...whether the rapid 

growth era of the past can be replicated and sustained remains an open question.‟ Argentina, on the 

other hand, experienced extreme volatility in the late 1980s and 1990s in terms of economic growth, 

but after the crisis of 2001-02 experienced a dramatic and sustained recovery, with growth rates of 8-9 

percent. This contrast in post-crisis performance is even more pronounced given that Argentina 

started from a much higher base of GDP than Malaysia in the immediate aftermath of the crisis.  

What accounts for such differences in outcomes? Such a question is even more pertinent 

given the fact that both countries pursued broadly similar development strategies in their respective 

post crisis periods, i.e. a state-market relationship based broadly on a developmentalist paradigm (for 

Argentina see for example, Grugel, 2009; Panizza, 2009; Wylde, 2012; for Malaysia see for example, 

Jomo, 1997; Islam & Chowdhury, 2000; Okposin, Hamid & Boon, 2005). This can broadly be defined 

as „the existence of a dominant developmental discourse and on the necessity of industrialisation and 
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of state-interention to promote it‟ (Woo-Cumings, 1999: 13). This article argues that the search for an 

answer to such difference in post-crisis economic performance between the two cases must be sought 

in examination of the state-society relationship. Developmentalism must therefore be understood and 

defined from within a mulitude of loci that move beyond a simple state-led economy. The articulation 

of these different relationships of the social contract is through different institutional structures that 

mediate between fractions of society and the state. Institutions here are defined in terms of 

government institutions,  such as the civil service or the police; economic institutions, such as central 

banks and corporate structures; and more political institutions such as electoral or party systems. This 

article will argue that it is differences in these institutional structures that must be examined in order 

to fully understand the reasons behind the contrasting post-crisis economic growth performance of 

Argentina and Malaysia.  

The analysis will therefore begin with an examinaiton of the state-society relations present 

during the respective crisis periods of Argentina and Malaysia. The differences between the two 

countries in terms of the state-society relationship revolve around two mutually reinforcing broad 

categories: the nature of the business-state relationship and the issue of authoritarianism versus 

democracy. Analysis of these factors will articulate the exact nature of the difference in institutions 

between the two countries, demonstrating in the process that greater clarity can be provided in 

understanding how different institutional structures present across both examples lead to different 

developmental outcomes. This will lead to a second section that will complement this anlaysis by 

articulating a number of insights and conclusions that can be drawn from this exercise, arguing that 

not only can developmentalism appear in social contracts based on political inclusion but also that 

these relationships can facilitate more robust post-crisis recoveries. 

 

State-Society Relations in Post-Crisis Argentina and Malaysia 

 

„Super Bumi‟s‟ and the Business-State relationship in Malaysia 

 

In the period 1971-90 the New Economic Policy (NEP) was implemented in Malaysia. The NEP had 

two core stated objectives, reducing poverty and the restructuring of society so that identification of 

race with economic function would be reduced and ultimately eliminated (Andaya & Andaya, 2001: 

303-304; see also Case, 2004: 106-109). In the 1990-2010 period this was replaced with the New 

Development Policy (NDP), which focused on four areas of balanced development, stable growth, 

ethnic harmony, and the removal of social and economic inequality (Andaya & Andaya, 2001: 218). 

In practice, these policies have resulted in positive discrimination towards the Bumiputera (ethnic 

Malay) population. Such positive discrimination was justified as a result of the „Malay Dilemma‟, a 

belief that the Bumiputera were somehow disabled as a race due to largely hereditary factors, „poor 

educational facilities, inbreeding, chronic endemic diseases like malaria and tuberculosis, [and] 
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colonial government policies and practices‟ (Mahathir, 2011: 230). Since this original prescription 

Mahathir has modified his anlaysis and rather than blaming external factors he has come to blame the 

Malays themselves, referring to a „disabling dilemma‟ (Mahathir, 2011: 233), eerily echoing Sir 

Thomas Stamford Raffles‟ conclusion that Malays did not achieve a high intellectual stage of 

development (Raffles, 1835: 30, cited in Alatas, 1977: 38).  

This positive discrimination has in reality led to the capture of the state and big business by 

„super Bumi‟s‟, facilitating superior access to economic rents based on ethnic lines (see, for example, 

Gomez & Jomo, 1999; Andaya and Andaya, 2001; Hilley, 2001). Rent can be broadly defined as „a 

return to a resource owner in excess of the owners opportunity cost‟ (Tollinson, 1987: 144). Rents per 

se are not a priori a drag on economic growth and development as „[t]he rent-seeking welfare losses 

may well be more than offset by the dynamic gains of productivity growth which the rent facilitates... 

so while rent seeking activities may be „directly unproductive‟, they may well constitute transaction 

costs which indirectly facilitate productivity gains‟ (Chang, 1994: #PG#; see also Khan and Jomo, 

2000). Therefore, „whilst some rents are indeed inefficient and growth-retarding, other rents play an 

essential role in growth and development‟ (Khan, 2000: 1). In addition, the institutional environment 

in which the allocation of rents takes place is also important. Therefore, „“good” rents are often only 

effective under well-defined conditions and can become “bad” rents if these conditions change‟ 

(Khan, 2000: 3). 

The rents that are most relevant to the discussion here are monopoly rents and rents based on 

transfers. Monopoly rents „emerge as a result of entry barriers which allow firms in protected markets 

to charge higher prices for their products‟ (Khan, 2000: 7). Rents based on transfers are the direct 

result of transfers organised through the political mechanism, and are often the basis for asset 

accumulation and the emergence of new capitalists and thus middle classes. This primitive 

accumulation has often been instrumental for the creation of a domestic capitalist class (or national 

bourgeoisie), but „such transfers can also result in tremendous wastage and theft without anything like 

a productive capitalist class ever emerging‟ (Khan, 2000: 4). Therefore, in this case, „they do not 

constitute “necessary” primitive accumulation but rather primitive accumulation which has gone 

wrong and has descended into “unnecessary” theft and looting‟ (Khan, 2000: 14). Such dynamics can 

also change over time; i.e. what started as a useful process in terms of development of national 

productive capital and capitalists can turn into a form of primitive accumulation associated with theft 

and corruption that gets embedded in the social system of a country and becomes very difficult to stop 

even long after their social usefulness has become history (Khan, 2000: 15). 

In the case of Malaysia, monopoly and transfer rents manifested themselves in various forms, 

„...discounted privatisations, overpriced contracts, permits and licences, special loans and credit 

facilities, as well as subsidised education and training opportunities‟ (Gomez and Jomo, 1999: 177). 

Furthermore, such ethnocentric goals manifested in policies such as the requirement that all 

enterprises have at least 30 percent Malay participation (World Bank, 1993: 185).  Monopoly and 
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transfer rents also manifested themselves in other ways. Malaysian political economy has been 

described as an example of „Ersatz Capitalism‟ (Yoshihara, 1988), leading to a discourse of „Crony 

Capitalism‟ (see, for example, MacIntryre, 1994; Wade, 1998; Gomez & Jomo, 1999; Andaya & 

Andaya, 2001; Stiglitz, 2001). One manifestation of this form of political economy has been the 

monopoly rent seeking behaviour of well connected business elites. In the case of Malaysia, 

„[a]lthough yielding handsome pecuniary returns, substantial profits and capital gains, the business 

operations of most Bumiputeras – and some non-Bumiputeras – benefiting from government allocated 

rents are mostly non-entrepreneurial, unless one stretches the definition of entrepreneurship beyond 

recognition‟ (Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 179). Thus, „...continued dependence on the state for protection, 

their subsidy mentality, and their lack of business focus [means that] their minds are confused‟ 

(Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 179). Such factors have led Gomez and Jomo to conclude that „...the 

government‟s preoccupation with inter-ethnic economic redistribution and related abuses of state 

policies and the public sector have compromised the purpose, nature, and quality of state intervention‟ 

(Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 191). 

These rents were especially high in the aftermath of the crisis of 1997-98 due to the fact that a 

number of prominent businesses owned by Malay capital were bailed out, arguably due to preferential 

state access, which was the result of ethnocentric government policies. It is possible to argue that bail 

outs may be necessary and even desirable to mitigate the adverse consequences of systemic crises on 

the financial system, corporate viability, growth and employment (Jomo, 2005: 260). However, for 

this to be the case they must be constructed in such a way so as to minimise abuse and cronyism. 

Jomo (2005: 260) argues that in Malaysia this was not the case, as the Malaysian government 

deployed its resources „to “save” the national economy by propping up and bailing out the financial 

system and some larger – usually politically connected – enterprises‟; thus demonstrating a „clear bias 

in favour... of politically influential business interests‟. 

High levels of Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) to failed Malay entrepreneurs combined with 

capital flight during the crisis led to Bank Bumiputera Bhd. and Sime Bank Bhd. declaring huge 

losses in 1998. Bank Bumiputera received a capital injection of RM1.1bn from the government, 

combined with state purchase of 65 percent of its NPLs. This was the third time the government had 

had to bail out Bank Bumiputera, with similar bail-outs implemented in 1984 and 1989 (Gomez & 

Jomo, 1999: 193). Sime Bank Bhd. Was sold to Rashid Hussain Bhd. (RHB) Group, controlled by 

Rashid Hussain, a Super Bumi with close personal ties to Mahathir (Malaysian Prime Minister from 

1981 to 2003). Sime Bank was 30 percent owned by the UMNO (United Malay‟s National 

Organisation, the Malay element of the ruling coalition the Barisan Nasional or BN) co-operative 

KUB Bhd. and therefore its sale was widely seen as a bailout for the UMNO co-operative (Gomez & 

Jomo, 1999: 194). 

 Other controversial bailouts included the shipping concern Konsortium Perkapalan Bhd. 

(KPB), owned by Mahathir‟s son Mirzan Mahathir, and KTM Railway Services. The government 
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therefore nationalised some private debts and liabilities, while allowing politically well connected 

private interests to retain profitable privatised assets (Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 196). Also, the 

RM1.792bn government bailout of MAS (Malaysia Airline System Bhd.) was subject to much 

criticism. As Ching (2005: 180) suggests, „...the cost to the government of the MAS bailout has been 

well beyond what would be considered necessary. To make matters worse, it was partly responsible 

for MAS‟s mismanagement and failure who was generously “rescued” without “reprimand”‟. Indeed, 

Lim (2002) characterised the MAS bail out as a “double government bailout”, as it involved paying 

the principle shareholder Tajudin Ramli, thus bailing out both the company and its principal 

chareholder. Therefore, Ching (2005: 182) concludes, „[t]axpayers are not only bearing the costs of 

bailing out MAS but also personally bailing out Tajudin‟ by paying well above the market price of his 

holdings. 

This analysis of rent and rent-seeking in Malaysia therefore reveals important dynamics 

relevant to this article. First, the outcome in terms of primitive accumulation depends on how much 

these rents or transfers go to individuals or groups who have the incentive or opportunity to make the 

transition to productive capitalism. Second, these outcomes are dynamic and can therefore change 

over time. The above analysis has argued that specific economic rents that may have generated 

positive outcomes in terms of primitive accumulation and political stability in Malaysia post-

independence have, over time and in the specific context of post-crisis political economy, become 

drags on Malaysian development. Furthermore, the possibilities of dismantling the ethno-centric 

policies and associated institutions that facilitate such rents will prove to be politically very difficult 

given the vested interests present as a result of these policies. 

 

Argentine Business-State relations: Statist Development along Nationalist Lines 

 

Malaysian intervention along ethnocentric lines contrasts sharply with the experience of 

Argentine state intervention in the market in terms of business and elite relationships, which ran much 

more along nationalistic lines. In terms of corporatism, the post-crisis period in Argentina did see 

some continuation of traditional clientelistic practices that had existed since the rise of the Peronist 

party in the 1940s, and therefore allocation of economic rents within a specific business-state 

relationship. Etchemendy and Collier (2007: 366) termed Kirchnerismo‟s approach as „segmented 

neocorporatism‟, defined as as „a pattern of peak level negotiation in which monopolistic unions, 

business associations, and the government coordinate on inflation-targeted, sector-wide wage 

agreements and minimum wage floors, which apply to a substantial minority of the labour force‟. In 

addition the „genuine participation of business‟ (Etchemendy and Collier, 2007: 382) was seen as a 

major factor facilitating the success story of post-2001 crisis Argentina; participation by all sectors of 

the Argentine business community (including peak level business associations) facilitated sector-wide 

wage agreements for example. Whilst generating rents, these relationships were much more broad 
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based than the ethnocentricity of Malaysian political economy, where large elements of Chinese 

capital especially have been marginalised due to the promotion of Bumiputera capital (Ghosh, 1999). 

This form of corporatism was imbricated into a wider model of Kirchnerismo, which was 

based on principles of nationalist/statist development, or what Riggirozzi (2009: 89) terms „open 

economy nationalism‟. In terms of state-society relations this manifested itself in a number of ways in 

addition to the business-state relationship as analysed above. In the realm of social welfare, rather 

than targeting specific ethnic groups as in Malaysia, Kirchner targeted specific social groups (Grugel 

& Riggirozzi 2007: 98; Petras 2006: 283; Beccaria et al. 2007). This was also in contrast to 

Argentina‟s past. This past was dominated by Peronism, with „nationalistic rhetoric and... a political 

economy [that] redefined citizenship in terms not of individual rights but as economic rights and 

social inclusion‟ (Riggirozzi, 2009: 90). Breaking from this tradition of social protection through 

clientelism for the urban working classes as a whole, Kirchnerismo was grounded in a neoliberal style 

safety-net model of social welfare. This generated continued poverty and inequailty in the post-crisis 

scenario (Beccaria et al., 2007), albeit with large reductions from the stratospheric highs witnessed in 

the immediate aftermath of the crisis in 2002. These reductions were the result of a  broader strategy 

for growth based on selective protectionism grounded in nationalist principles and targeted state 

intervention in the macroeconomy that facilitated relative macroeconomic stability and stimulation of 

a non-traditional export industry. 

Whilst Malaysia too can also be characterised as pursuing a social contract based on 

development defined as economic growth, this was further qualified by the understanding that the 

largest portion of the proceeds of this new growth would go to the Bumiputera sections of Malaysian 

society (REF), rather than being split along other socio-economic lines. Therefore, Bumiputera 

policies generated two related shortcomings: first, monopoly and transfer rents generated by super 

bumi‟s that intensified in the post-crisis context of bail-outs; and second, wider rents associated with 

the same suite of policies across Malaysian society due to business-state relationships manifested in 

intermediating institutions like corporatist structures and welfare regimes. These relationships stood in 

contrast to those present in Argentina, whose own business-state structures rested upon broader 

nationalist foundations. Whilst these too generated a variety of rents, the economic rents created by 

Bumiputera policies in Malaysia after the crisis were higher than those created by the clientelistic 

practices conducted by Néstor Kirchner. Or, in other words, the process of primitive accumulation in 

post-crisis Argentina has been more successful than that in post-crisis Argentina. 

 

Authoritarianism in Malaysia 

 

The second area of difference present in the social contracts of Malaysia and Argentina responsible 

for the different developmental outcomes concerns the nature of democracy. The Malaysian state has 
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been characterised as authoritarian (Gomez & Jomo, 1999), semi-authoritarian (Crouch, 1992, 1993), 

semi-democratic (Case, 1993) or „semi-democratic with strain points‟ (Case, 2004: 99), quasi-

democratic (Zakaria, 1989), or pseudo-democratic (Sing, 2001). Whatever the specificities of the 

nature of Malaysian democracy, the fact remains that „...fair elections, adequate opportunities for 

independent political opinion making and political organisation, and minimal protection for the 

individual from arbitrary state power, hardly exist in Malaysia‟ (Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 2; Case, 2004: 

120). Such authoritarian tendencies were largely the responsibility of the Mahathir years with 

incremental executive encroachment on the other branches of government. Such creeping 

authoritarianism is also present beyond the formal political institutions of democracy (Case, 2004: 

116). For example, „the government controlled media have been used by the BN [Barisan Nasional] 

to promote and legitimise itself as well as to discredit political opposition and dissent more generally‟ 

(Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 3). Furthermore, there has been „...an intolerant official attitude towards 

opposition, dissent and independent criticism by largely ignoring and even discrediting public interest 

groups, NGOs, and Trade Unions, which have been gradually emasculated through repression, 

legislation, regulation, and manipulation‟ (Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 3). This intolerant attitude has been 

exemplified by the trials of Anwar Ibrahim. Jailed for six years in 1998 for sodomy (a crime in 

Malaysia even if between two consenting adults) after he mounted a successful challenge to the ruling 

coalition party he was freed in 2004 only after it was ruled that testimony against him had been 

coerced. In 2008, as his party made major gains against an increasingly weak government, another 

accusation surfaced, dubbed “Sodomy II” or “Sodomy, the sequel” (Economist, May 13
th
 2010). As 

the Economist suggests, „[p]utting an opposition leader on trial inevitable carries a whiff of politics. 

When that leader is Anwar Ibrahim... the whiff becomes a stink‟ (Economist, May 13
th
 2010). Even 

though all charges have now been dropped, the political damage has already been done. 

Due to the lack of Schumpeterian democratic legitimacy in Malaysia, the social contract 

instead was based on developmentalism. As long as the government could continue to produce strong 

macroeconomic performance and sustained economic growth, the pressures for democratic reform 

could be resisted. However, this resulted in two related shortcomings: first the role and impact of FDI 

(Foreign Direct Investment), and second the impact on both capital and labour productivity. This 

section will outline how these shortcomings are related to the nature of authoritarianism in Malaysia, 

before the following section contrasts this with the post-crisis Argentine experience. 

Despite very high domestic savings rates the level of investment required in the Malaysian 

economy to maintain growth exceeded domestic capacities. This resulted in a specific characteristic of 

the national-international dichotomy in Malaysia of the use and encouragement of high levels of FDI. 

In addition to the need to facilitate political legitimacy through sustained growth, FDI promotion has 

also been the result of the desire to „thwart the growth of domestic Chinese capitalism‟ (Ghosh, 1999) 

in accordance with its Bumiputera orientated state-society relationship. Such (over)reliance on FDI as 

a source for investment and growth has problems. For example, as Gomez & Jomo (1999: 171) point 
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out „[t]he export oriented industrial sector‟s reliance on foreign investments, technology, and market 

access, and Malaysia‟s limited success in developing its own industrial and technological capacity as 

well as moving into greater value-added manufacturing renders industrialisation vulnerable and 

constrains its potential contribution‟. Indeed, „there is a growing consensus that accepting a package 

of finance, technology, managerial skills, and other capabilities offered by TNCs may not be as good 

for long term industrial development as encouraging national firms to construct their own packages 

using their own managerial skills – with some necessary outsourcing‟ (Chang, 2003: 256). Long-term 

productive enhancement may be better achieved by an industrialisation strategy that puts emphasis on 

building local managerial and technological capabilities and uses TNCs in a selective, strategic 

manner to accelerate that process (Chang, 2003: 260). 

The desire to stimulate high and sustained levels of FDI in Malaysia also had the consequence 

of a highly liberalised capital account. However, in the context of a stated policy of maintaining low 

inflation, and a quasi-fixed Nominal Exchange Rate (NER) in order to stimulate EOI, Frankel‟s 

(1995) „impossible trinity‟ came into force: a country cannot simultaneously maintain an open capital 

account, an exchange rate target, and a monetary policy that is geared to domestic stabilisation needs 

and is independent from the exchange rate target (Islam and Chowdhury, 2000: 96). Therefore, 

Malaysia experienced an incremental increase in its Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) 

throughout the 1990s (IMF, 2009), resulting in declining exports and a subsequent current account 

deficit throughout the 1990s up until the crisis in 1997-98 (UNCTAD, 2009). Arguably, such 

dynamics helped precipitate the crisis of 1997-98 (refs) in Malaysia, and explains Mahathir‟s use of 

capital controls in the aftermath of the crisis. 

Continued authoritarianism in Malaysia has been justified and legitimised through reference 

to „the threat of ethnic conflict and the necessity of making such political sacrifices in the interests of 

political stability, ethnic harmony, economic redistribution, economic growth and accelerated 

modernisation, especially industrialisation‟ (Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 3). Therefore, in addition to 

legitimacy based on economic growth – and the subsequent consequences for the nature of Malaysia‟s 

development model as analysed above – legitimacy is also derived from the ability to maintain ethnic 

harmony and subsequent political stability; or, in a twenty-first century context, facilitate the image 

that there is a continuing need to maintain ethnic harmony in order to maintain stability in the form of 

the continuing hegemony of UMNO (ref).  

These mechanisms by which continued (quasi) authoritarianism has been justified and 

maintained have also been complemented with the use of an „Asian Values‟ discourse. „Invoking 

dfferent values for Malaysians in particular and Asians more generally, Prime Minister Mahathir has 

dismissed the assumption that the Malaysian political system should aspire to and evolve in the 

direction of a Western model of liberal democracy‟ (Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 3; see also Case, 2004: 

125). Therefore, „ “Asian Values”...invoked as a form of developmentalism... until prosperity is 

achieved, democracy remains an unaffordable luxury... This Protestant-ethic-like form of “Asian 
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Values” attributed high growth rates to hard work, frugality, discipline, and teamwork which only a 

“disciplined” (i.e. authoritarian) regime could provide during the early stages of development‟ 

(Thompson, 2004: 1086). However, in Malaysia such an Asian Values discourse has also been used to 

justify authoritarianism after developmental goals had been substantially achieved (Thompson, 2004: 

1092). Mahathir has argued that „...since “Asian political culture” emphasises loyalty to the 

collectivity over individual freedom and needs, shuns adversarial relations and favours order over 

conflict, the Western understanding and practice of liberal democracy is inappropriate in the Asian 

context‟ (Pye, 1985: #PG#; see also Mahathir, 2011: 598). However, such arguments ignore the 

historical fact of suppression of political rights over time in the post-colonial era; suppression that has 

gradually socialised Malaysian‟s to accept and even appreciate authoritarian rule, norms, and 

institutions (Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 4). „Subservience and community‟ have thus been used by the 

state in Malaysia as a weapon of political control (Islam and Chowdhury, 2000: 65). 

These various constructions that have facilitated and perpetuated Malaysia‟s authoritarian 

tendencies have facilitated a number of important characteristics of Malaysian political economy 

important to the analysis of this article. For Islam and Chowdhury (2000: 78-79) „... [in] adhering to 

the unsubstantiated view that there are distinctive Asian values that promote economic growth, 

political leaders expose their polities to the risk that ideas and human ingenuity – the wellsprings of 

innovation-driven growth – are insufficiently recognised and rewarded. Ideas and human ingenuity 

are not simply market driven outcomes. They require a conducive institutional context characterised 

by a robuse civil society, free-flowing information, debate, and dissent‟.  

The importance of this observation becomes clear when considering the nature of Malaysian 

growth. As Krugman (1994: 65) summarises, „... economic expansion represents the sum of two 

sources of growth. On the one side are increases in „inputs‟: growth in employment, in the education 

levels of workers, and in the stock of physical capital (machines, buildings, roads, and so on). On the 

other side are increases in output per unit of input; such increases may result from better management 

or better economic policy, but in the long run are primarily due to increases in knowledge‟. If one 

examines the nature of Malaysia‟s growth it can be seen that output growth has barely rated at all, as 

demonstrated by the lack of TFP (***breakdown Capital and Labour) growth in the Malaysian 

economy. This argument is also supported by data from the Incremental Capital Output Ratio (ICOR). 

The ICOR provides an estimate of the additional investment required for producing an extra unit of 

output. Therefore, a rising ICOR equals a declining output response to investment and therefore, by 

implication, a declining efficiency of investment. Table Two shows such a declining output response 

to investment in Malaysia, therefore suggesting that as the capital stock increased in the country, the 

efficiency of investment decreased as there were no corresponding increases in productivity to match 

the rises in Gross Fixed Capital Formation. 
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World 

Bank 

(1960-89) 

Bosworth & 

Collins (1960-

94) 

Sorel 

(1979-96) 

Department of 

Statistics: 

Malaysia (2000-

2009) 

Asian 

Development 

Bank (1981-

2007) 

TFP 

Growth 

(%) 

-1.3 0.9 2.0 1.48 0.71 

Table 1: Total Factor Productivity Growth in Malaysia 

Source: (Islam & Chowdhury, 2000), (Department of Statistics Malaysia, 2009) and (ADB, 2010) 
 

 1987-92 1990-92 1993-95 1993-96 ?? 

ICOR 3.7 4.4 5.0 4.8 ?? 

Table 2: Incremental Capital Output Ratio (ICOR) for Malaysia across various time periods 

Source: (Islam & Chowdhury, 2000) 

 

Such quantitative data leads to the conclusion that growth in Malaysia was due to „factor 

accumulation and one-shot structural change‟ (Islam & Chowdhury, 2000: 56; see also Kim & Lau, 

1994); or, as Krugman (1994: 67) puts it:  „... the miracle turns out to have been based on perspiration 

rather than inspiration‟. Whilst this paid good dividends in the 1980s and early to mid 1990s (with the 

construction of the PETRONAS towers, KLIA, and the Formula One race track for example), the 

pace eventually petered out, which helps explain the relative lack of dynamism in the post crisis 

period. Whilst Stiglitz (2001) questions such a conclusion based on the efficacy of using the Solow 

technique to measure TFP in relatively closed economies, even if the closing of the technology gap 

capital productivity esp. is greater than the numbers suggest, the fact remains that such a closing of 

the gap was „purchased‟ rather than the product of domestic knowledge accumulation (Stiglitz, 2001: 

512). Therefore, due to the authoritarian governments need to push an agenda based on promoting a 

subservient Asian Values discourse and imaginery racial tension in order to perpetuate its own power, 

economic growth through productivity gains in Malaysia were suppressed thus affecting the long run 

growth trajectory of the country as input-driven growth without concurrent improvements in 

productivity led to long term diminishing returns. 

SIGNPOSTING PARAGRAPH 

 

Transitilogical Processes in Post-Crisis Argentina 

 

The process of democratisation can best be seen through the interactions of state and civil society in a 

transitological process (Grugel, 2002). In the context of post-crisis Argentina this manifested itself in 

the absorption of some central tenets of radical social movements into the workings of the state; or, in 

other (neo-gramscian) words, the absorption of counter-hegemonic ideas into the Peronist state 

(Wylde, 2012[zed]: #PG#). The radical vision of a new resistance politics of horizontally accountable 

institutions in Argentine society – the agenda of many radical social movements during the Tango 

Crisis (REF) – was not to be. By the end of the first year of Kirchner‟s presidency many of these 
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movements barely existed and were in full retreat. The factory takeover movement was all but over, 

the Piqueteros1 movement was split with fractions supporting Kirchner, trueque2 was undermined by 

a proliferation of social currency that helped facilitate forgery and scandal, and assambleas barrias3 

degenerated into talking shops and participation plummeted after the middle-classes were once again 

able to access their savings after the ending of the freezing of their bank accounts (the corralito). 

Post-crisis president Néstor Kirchner deliberately facilitated the forging of a new social contract that 

co-opted many of these movements, either through integration of their concerns into policy, removal 

of original grievances through reform, incorporation of new social fractions into the social basis of 

Kirchner‟s power through adoption of new policy, and also through more direct forms of clientelism 

accounts (Wylde, 2012[zed]: #PG#).  

 The specific ways in which this was achieved has been studied elsewhere (#REF#; Wylde, 

2011: #PG#); but for the purposes of this article the general characterisation that best fits is „post 

neoliberalism‟ (Ruckert & Macdonald, 2009). From the late 1970s onwards Argentina had been 

engaged in a neoliberal revolution, climaxing spectacularly into the 2001 financial crisis. 

Economically this neoliberal revolution broadly followed the classic principles of the Washington 

Consensus (privatisation, liberalisaiton, and de-regulation); whilst politically it resulted in elitist and 

technocratic democracies (Grugel & Rigirozzi, forthcoming). Post neoliberalism can be defined as „an 

evolving attempt to develop political economies that are attuned to the social responsibilities of the 

state whilst remaining responsive to the demands of “positioning” national economies in a rapidly 

changing global political economy‟ (Grugel & Riggorozzi, forthcoming: #PG#). This 

conceptualisation therefore moves beyond characterisation and definition from within the narrow 

state-market dichotomy, and explores the role of different constellations of the state-society 

relationship. In the case of Argentina this has manifested in the call for a social contract „based on a 

view that states have a moral responsibility to respect and deliver the inalienable (that is, non market-

dependent) rights of their citizens, alongside growth‟ (Grugel and Riggirozzi, forthcoming). 

Therefore, it is „the construction of a social consensus that is respectful of the demands of growth and 

business interests and sensitive to the challenges of poverty and citizenship‟ (Grugel and Riggirozzi, 

forthcoming). 

 This model of capital accumulation has produced different post-crisis outcomes when 

compated to Malaysia. In the context of productivity, identified earlier as a key issue in Malayia‟s 

post-crisis development, Malaysia‟s lack of TFP growth contrasts with Argentina‟s post crisis growth 

experience. As Figure Four demonstrates, in its own post-crisis period Argentina had experienced 

robust growth in TFP, thus facilitating balanced economic growth from 2003 onwards. Large 

increases in investment in terms of Gross Fixed Capital Formation were complemented by growth in 

                                                           
1  
2  
3  
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the efficient use of that capital, as well as increases in labour efficiency (Rodrik, 2008). These rises in 

TFP in post-crisis Argentina therefore help account for the strength of Argentine growth relative to 

Malaysia in their respective post-crisis periods. This conclusion is corroborated by the data presented 

in Figure 5, which shows TFP continuous growth over time (or the logarithmic function e^x). 

Therefore, the graph shows that Malaysian TFP growth has been steadily declining from 1980 through 

to 2000 (where the dataset ends). Argentine TFP growth was steady until the “lost decade” of the 

1980s where it declined rapidly but recovered in the 1990s. Unfortunately the dataset does not cover 

the post crisis period but taken in conjunction with Figure 4 the time period can be extrapolated 

showing further decline in the late 1990s and early 2000s as first recession then crisis hit the 

economy, with swift recovery once again in the post crisis period, exceeding 1998 levels (the pre-

recession peak) by 2006. 

 

Figure 4: Total Factor Productivity Growth Index in Argentina, 1997-2007 (2000=100) 

Source: (Rodrik, 2010) 

 

Figure 5: Total Factor Productivity Growth, 1960-2000 (USA 1960=100) 

Source: Author‟s elaboration of data from (Baier, Dwyer, Tamura, 2006: 33) 

Note: Calculated from logarithmic function e^x 
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In addition to productivity the nature of FDI in the Argentine post-crisis model of capital 

accumulation contrasts with Malaysia‟s. Levels of FDI in Argentina, as demonstrated by Figure 

Three, managed to recover to early 1990 levels after a post debt default low in 2003. The resumption 

of significant inflows of FDI in 2004, however, was lower than the average in the 1990s and 

considerably lower than the „big wave‟ (Bezchinsky et al., 2007:7) of the late 1990s, where FDI 

peaked at over US$25000m, or 8 percent of GDP (Bezchinsky et al., 2007:7; see also Figure Three). 

These levels of FDI were the function of Kirchnerismo‟s attitude towards Transnational Corporations 

(TNCs). Whilst Néstor Kirchner was happy to accommodate foreign companies that had existing 

interests in the domestic economy, he was more hostile towards TNCs looking to initiate interest in 

Argentina (RI06, 2007). Whilst Kirchner maintained links with the sector in order to help his plans to 

expand personal credit to facilitate the consumer boom (BA02, 2007; BA06, 2007), and there has 

been no hostility towards the banks in particular (BA06, 2007; BA02, 2007; BA04, 2007), there has 

not been the active promotion of their interests. Instead, investment came chiefly through domestic 

savings, translating into domestic investment supplemented by the importing of intermediate capital 

goods. These FDI figures in Argentina were consistently lower than those of Malaysia as a percentage 

of GDP, especially in the pre-crisis period of the early and mid 1990s (see Figure Three). 

 
Figure 3: FDI inflows US$m and as a % of GDP at current prices in Malaysia and Argentina 1988-2008 

Source: (UNCTAD, 2009) 

 

These variables also had an impact on the nature of the respective crises on the two countries. 

Argentina‟s crisis of 2001-02 can also be attributed to a high REER in the 1990s as a result of 

Convertibilidad (REFS). However, the post-crisis response of the two countries differed. In Malaysia 

Ringgit devaluation led to the importing of inflation due to high import content of many of its 

manufactured exports, but no subsequent export boom. This was due to its relatively limited effect in 

the context of a host of other devaluations in the region, a general decrease in foreign demand due to 
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the regional dynamics of the crisis, existing overcapacity due to large overinvestment in the 1990s, 

and the use of cheap labour to reduce production costs rather than increasing productivity through 

human resource investment (Gomez & Jomo, 1999: 191). In addition, Thirkell-White (2008) has 

demonstrated that the Malaysian export industry was dominated by foreign capital, with domestic 

capital largely being invested in production for the domestic market. Due to the fact that the recovery 

of FDI in the post crisis period was subdued, this translated into a dearth of investment in Malaysia‟s 

export market and a corresponding lack of export growth as a result. This impacted heavily on 

Malaysian growth, which has been dominated by a foreign capital driven export-led model (REFS). 

Argentina also experienced inflation in the wake of its own devaluation, but saw huge 

stimulation of its export industries through a sustained government policy of maintaining a policy of a 

„Stable and Competitive Real Exchange Rate (SCRER) (REF). Active promotion of an open economy 

though effective state management represented the cornerstone of Argentina‟s new state-market 

relationship in the post-2001 crisis era (Grugel & Riggirozzi, 2007: 106; Gerchunoff & Aguirre, 

2004). Therefore, Malaysia‟s desire to re-liberalise its capital account in order to push for greater 

levels of FDI after the crisis of 1997-98, combined with its lack of Total Factor Productivity (TFP) 

growth, resulted in the absence of an export boom in the aftermath of devaluation. 

 

Conclusion: The Institutions of Developmentalism in Comparative Perspective 

 

This article has articulated an argument that offers an explanation for the divergent post-crisis 

economic growth performances between Malaysia and Argentina that is grounded in the role of FDI 

and productivity enhancement in the development process. The argument goes on to highlight the 

nature of the two countries respective social contracts as an explanation for these differences in 

developmental outcomes between the two models of capital accumulaiton. In other words, the specific 

constellation of institutionalised relationships present in the social contract of Kirchnerismo facilitated 

a more robust post-crisis recovery than in the Malaysian context. In Malaysia the financial crisis of 

1997-98 represented essential continuity in the social contract, remaining grounded in 

developmentalism combined with the threat of ethnic conflict and the subsequent need to make 

political sacrifices in the form of a relatively stagnant democratisation process. In Argentina their 

financial crisis of 2001-02 represented significant change – within a framework of certain continuities 

(Wylde, 2012: [iconos]) – with a renogitation of the social contract to complement a reinvigorated 

developmentalism in the state-market relationship. The nature of the institutions into which these 

relationships crystalised – the segmented neocorporatist structures present between the state, labour, 

and business, the changing nature of welfare through reductions in poverty and inequality, the shift in 

focus of the state to domestic capital and capabilities rather than FDI – helped facilitate more positive 

outcomes in terms of efficiencies of investment and factor productivity growth, and therefore 

ultimately economic growth in its post-crisis recovery in relation to Malaysia. Care must therefore be 
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taken when characterising and defining developmentalism. Broad concepts such as state-led 

intervention must be blended with specific understanding of how this manifests itself on an 

institutional level between the state and fractions of the national polity. In order to provide further 

meaning to the term this article has analysed two different institutional contexts and mapped out their 

differences in terms of state-society relations. This analysis has revealed that different institutional 

structures within the social contract facilitate different degrees of success of developmentalist state-

market relations. In Argentina a more inclusive social contract, defined broadly as post neoliberal, 

genrerated a more robust post-crisis recovery than in Malaysia, which witnessed essential continuity 

in its social contract through the perpetuation of authoritarian tendencies justified though economic 

growth and creating the perception for the continued need for ethnic harmony. 

 Three observations can be drawn from this analysis. The first is that developmentalism can be 

more successful in terms of economic growth (and poverty and inequality reduction in the context of 

Argentina‟s post crisis experience) in one context compared to another. Therefore, „one should not 

throw out the baby of state interventions with the bathwater of abuses which have undoubtedly tainted 

the Malaysian experience‟ (Jomo, 2005: 261). Argentina demonstrates that very robust models of 

capital accumulation can emerge from developmentalist state-market relationships.  

The second observation that can be drawn is with regard to the process of democratisation across 

the two counties. Neomercantilist and corporatist structures present in Argentina facilitated a more 

robust post crisis recovery than in Malaysia, where business-state relations remained dominated by 

the interests of Malay capital. Furthermore, encouragement of greater levels of innovation encouraged 

more balanced growth through stimulating increases in TFP as well as increasing the efficiency of 

capital investment. A political economy of developmentalism in Argentina was therefore facilitated 

through a constellation of institutions that emerged out of the financial crisis of 2001. Such 

relationships between the state and fractions of Argentine society were developed and fostered from a 

situation of critical juncture, extending and intensifying the democratisation process. This nurturing of 

a post-neoliberal social contract stands in contrast to the Malaysian experience, which witnessed a 

situation of path dependency in terms of its own social contract with the crisis of 1997-98 producing 

essential continutiy. The analysis of the previous section therefore suggests that developmentalist 

imperatives can be the product of a social contract characterised by a process of political inclusion. 

Indeed, the argument goes one step further to suggest that, in the context of comparing Argentinean 

and Malaysian post-crisis experience, this process was one of the factors that produced a stornger 

recovery and post-crisis economic growth scenario.  

This is not to suggest that state-society relations based on a more democratic regime necessarily 

leads to more development. Indeed, the developmental state literature ofen refers to an „elective 

affinity‟ with authoritarianism (Johnson, 1982; 1987), echoing the work of O‟Donnell (1973) and his 

analysis of the connection between bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes in Latin America and their 

emphasis on heavy industrialisation. This elective affinity that Johnson (1982, 1987) refers to is based 
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on a belief that developmental imperatives can often contradict the interests of powerful sections of 

society who benefit from the status quo, and therefore a system in which the government is insulated 

from these interests allows for the stable, long-term economic policies required for sustained 

economic development to be realised. In other words, due to the lack of perfect mobility of factors of 

production, development leads to obsolescence, unemployment, and changes in income differentials 

(Chang, 1999:196-198). This makes the development process potentially very conflictual and 

authoritarian government allows the state to stand separate from or above society and therefore be 

able to direct the development process. 

Whilst authoritarianism (or semi-authoritarianism) may be appropriate at one particular stage of 

the development process, transitological processes can be more appropriate for others. In the context 

of the developmental state (DS) literature this is echoed by Chalmers Johnson when he states that the 

DS is a „diachronic phenomenon, occurring over a long period of time in various incarnations and 

poised to adapt itself to still newer realities‟ (Johnson, 1999: 15). Or, more lucidly, „the successful 

developmental state is one that knows when to quit‟ (Johnson, 1999: 14). Such a conclusion can also 

be drawn in the wider context of developmentalism. Malaysian success in the 1980s and early 1990s 

was grounded in a strong state that directed the development process through an ethnic division of 

labour when managing politics and the economy. Whilst the success of this model should not be 

forgotten, its usefulness over time and in a post-crisis context can be reassessd in the light of the 

Argentine experience. Therefore, in the Malaysian context, state-society relationships stagnated when 

a reinvigorated transitological process may well have generated better developmental outcomes in the 

longer run – echoing the work of Park (2001: 50) or Yoo (2006: 10-11) in the context of  Korea. 

Developmentalism, therefore, can manifest in institutions and structures that actually promote 

inclusion of the popular sector (Grugel, forthcoming; Wylde, 2012), rather than politically exclude it 

(Woo-Cumings, 1999: 13; Schneider; 1999: 278). The technological and productivity gains to be 

made in the context of state-society relations grounded in robust social contracts that facilitate 

innovation are better for countries that wish to foster higher value-added industries and new 

technologies so vital to a fully developed economy. Developmentalist regimes must therefore change 

in terms of state-society relations according to the needs of the development process, facilitating state-

market relationships appropriate for the developmental needs of the economy and the polity. 
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